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Continuing Attention to Enduring Issues in Psychology Â Understanding Psychology, 10th edition
highlights the enduring issues that cut across and unite all subfields of psychologyPerson-Situation, Nature-Nurture, Stability-Change, Diversity-Universality, and Mind-Body- to show
students the surprising unity and coherence of the diverse and exciting science of psychology. Â
This 14-chapter program presents a scientific, accurate, and current overview of the fundamental
concepts of psychology in a clear and accessible language, with significant emphasis on
applications of psychology. It is current without being trendy. Â A better teaching and learning
experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experienceâ€“ for you and your
students. Hereâ€™s how:

Personalize Learning - The new MyPsychLab delivers proven results in

helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes
from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and
instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking â€“ Five enduring themes are woven
throughout the text to help students connect ideas across chapters, while critical thinking questions
within chapters push students to a deeper understanding of the material. Engage Students â€“
Applying Psychology exercises in each chapter allow students to connect what they have learned to
real-life problems and situations, such as how to use the principles of psychology to tackle
environmental conservation. Explore Research â€“ This introductory book references relevant
research reflecting how psychology is both rapidly evolving and remaining the same. Using the
Experimentâ€™s Tool in the new MyPsychLab, students participate in classic experiment
simulations to experience the research process firsthand. Support Instructors â€“ This book is
supported by Pearsonâ€™s unrivaled instructor resources for introductory psychology, including the
new 17 episode MyPsychLab video series, an expansive class-tested Test Bank, interactive
PowerPoints, an easy to use Instructorâ€™s Manual, Clicker questions and support for a broad
range of learning management systems. All of these materials are available to be packaged with the
text upon request.

Note: MyPsychLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To

purchase MyPsychLab, please visit: www.mypsychlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the
text + MyPsychLab (at no additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205843387/ ValuePack ISBN-13:
9780205843381.
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I needed this book for my psychology class and it was way cheaper to rent here through than in my
school's bookstore. Not only that, it arrived on time and in great condition and it's exactly what I
needed for my class.

I understand psychology way more now. You will be able to impress your friends by telling them
they are sick with things like various behavioral disorders, depression, and borderline personality
disorder. They will appreciate your candor. If they don't, they're probably really sick and you may
want to prescribe medication for them. Seriously, your friends should learn to take constructive
criticism. You're the one with the psychology book, not them.

Great book for Psychology 101! It was really interesting and I was always eager to read this
textbook. Helped me pass psychology 101 with a B+! (It was my fault I couldn't get an A) I don't
suggest reading a few days before the test. Give it at least a week before the test (not that I'm trying
to support procrastination)

these higher editions are simply a way for the book companies to get more money. If you buy
edition 8 it is THE SAME material. The chapters and pages are slightly different is all. I bought this
only because it was required for my class. I only skimmed threw to get what i needed from it.

The book came in plenty of time for my class, and it was in great shape. The book itself was very
user friendly, easy to read for those who are only in the beginning of learning about psychology.

Great experience with this seller/rental and product.

Purchased for a class undergraduate studies and then sold (as most textbooks are) once finished
with it. During my graduate studies I realized that much of this information was still pertinent and
useful as sources. This is a very informative book and an easy read.

Rented this book last semester after seeing it was MUCH cheaper than my schools bookstore. It
came on time and in perfect condition and I was able to send it back without problems. Because of
this experience using the rental system, I rented another book for another course and hope to have
the same experience with the book!

I had to buy it for my College Psychology class. It's OK compare to other books I have use before.
The wording is "college level". I would have preferred for it to have simple straight forward wording.
The vocabulary seems to be twice as complicated. I used other psychology books and reviews, only
used this one for a quick review, just to make sure I studies what I needed.
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